ATTENTION TRIBAL MEMBERS

YOUR HELP IS NEEDED IN FINDING ADDRESSES FOR THE FOLLOWING.

ROBERT BERG            KYLE NELSON
EDWARD F. BOONE        LORA NEWELL
CARIN BULLIS           RACHEAL NEWELL
RALENDA CHANEY         COLT OGLE
GABRIEL COPPER         NOLAN OGLE
GABRIELLA COOPER       SASHA SHARP
CHARLES DAVIS III      GUY SHARRATT III
ROBERT ENGLISH IV      GUY SHARRATT JR.
JOHN HAWDON            ANGELINA STEVENS
TERRI HAWDON           SHONNE STOLL
ERIKKA HOLDONEN        JASON SUYDAM
ADAM HILTS             ANTONIA SWENSON
PRISCILLA JONES        CLARA VEDO
LACY JOSEFSEN          KRISTEN VEDO II
FRANK MOONIN           ANTHONY WATERBURY
                      LEVI WEST HARKNESS

Please update mailing address at  svt.org/update-mailing-address or call (907) 435-3248 to update address information. Thank you in advance.